
11830 – Computational Ethics for NLP

Profs. Tsvetkov & Black
Carnegie Mellon University

Spring 2018

Instructors: Prof. Yulia Tsvetkov (ytsvetko@cs) and Prof. Alan W Black (awb@cs)
Teaching assistant: Shrimai Prabhumoye (sprabhum@cs)
Lecture time: Tuesdays & Thursdays, 10:30–11:50 am
Location: GHC 4215 (subject to change)
Web page: http://demo.clab.cs.cmu.edu/ethical_nlp
Office hours: Tuesdays 1:00–2:00 pm in GHC 6405 (Prof. Tsvetkov);

? ?:?0–?:?0 in GHC 5701 (Prof. Black);
? ?:?0–?:?0 in GHC 6???(TA); or by appointment

1 Summary
As language technologies have become increasingly prevalent, there is a growing awareness that
decisions we make about our data, methods, and tools are often tied up with their impact on people
and societies. This course introduces students to real-world applications of language technologies
and the potential ethical implications associated with their design.

The class will study advanced topics in Natural Language Processing, in or near the intersection
of Machine Learning, Linguistics, and Computational Social Science. Centered around classical and
state-of-the-art research, lectures will cover philosophical foundations of ethical research along with
concrete case studies and ethical challenges in development of intelligent systems. Methodologically,
we will discuss how to analyze large scale text generated by people to or about other people and
how to reason about it through text-, network-, and people-centered models. From an engineering
perspective, there will be an emphasis on practical design and implementation of useful and ethical
AI systems, with annotation and coding assignments and a course project.

Topics include: misrepresentation and bias, including algorithms to identify biases in models
and data and adversarial approaches to debiasing; privacy algorithms for demographic inference,
personality profiling, and anonymization of demographic and personality traits; techniques to mon-
itor civility in communication, and detecting trolling, hate speech, abusive language, cyberbullying,
and toxic comments; propaganda and manipulation in news, and methods to identify fake news
and political framing; healthcare and biomedical text processing and applications; low-resource
NLP and its applications for disaster response and monitoring diseases in developing regions.

2 Objectives
Educational Objectives of the course are:

• understand the philosophical and practical aspects of defining ethical work.

• learn the limitations of machine learning models trained from data.

• utilize techniques to identify the bias inherent in models and data.

• understand abilities of influence through computation propaganda by in-depth investigation
of key areas including: vote targeting, fake news, and advertising.

• understand, and be able to recognize, aspects of online abuse and what is easy to identify
and what is hard to identify and counter.
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3 Target
The course is designed for graduate students in language technologies, machine learning, or data
science, though it may also be of interest to advanced undergraduate students who have machine
learning background. Prerequisites: NLP (11-411, 11-611) or Algorithms for NLP (11-711), Ma-
chine learning (10-601, 10-701).

4 Evaluation
Students will be evaluated in three ways:

Homework assignments (4 assignments; 15% each) annotation and coding assignments, fo-
cusing on important subproblems from the topics discussed in class. For example, (1) annotation
of bias in directed speech; (2) classification of different types of bias or hate speech; (3) generation
of paraphrases that anonymize or obfuscate demographic properties of a writer; (4) computational
analysis of fake news or propaganda. In assignments, students will be given training and dev
datasets, a baseline algorithm to implement, and code for automatic evaluation. Their systems
will be evaluated on test data. A baseline solution will earn them a passing grade (B Grade);
additional credit will be given for creative solutions that surpass the baseline.

Project (30%) a semester-long (normally) 3-person team project (see below).

Participation in class (10%) classes will include discussions of reading assignments, students
will be expected to read the papers and participate in discussions, and lead one discussion.

Late policy A penalty of 10% will be applied to homework assignments submitted up to 24
hours late; no credit will be given for homework submitted more than 24 hours after it is due.

Academic honesty Homework assignments are to be completed individually. Verbal collabora-
tion on homework assignments is acceptable, as well as re-implementation of relevant algorithms
from research papers, but everything you turn in must be your own work, and you must note the
names of anyone you collaborated with on each problem and cite resources that you used to learn
about the problem. The project is to be completed by a team. You are encouraged to use existing
NLP components in your project; you must acknowledge these appropriately in the documenta-
tion. Suspected violations of academic integrity rules will be handled in accordance with the CMU
guidelines on collaboration and cheating (http://www.cmu.edu/policies/documents/Cheating.
html).

5 Project
A major component will be a team project. It will be a substantial research effort carried out by
each student or groups of students (expected group size = 3). The project milestones are:

• Pre-project proposal meeting with instructor (2 points).

• Project proposal (5 points), 2 pages, due week 5. Will include problem definition, background,
proposed solution, evaluation plan, and timeline.

• Final project report (18 points), 8 pages ACL format, due week 14.

• Final project presentation (5 points), two final lecture slots.

6 Reading materials
There is no official textbook for this course. Notes and reading assignments will be posted period-
ically on the course web site.
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7 Lectures
The lecture plan is subject to change.

Week Topic Read before class Work due
1 Introduction to the course Course syllabus

2 Philosophical foundations,
history, IRB and human subjects

Hovy & Spruit ACL’16
Barocas & Selbst CLR’16 HW 1 out

3 Misrepresentation and bias:
stereotypes, prejudice, and discrimination

Blogett & O’Connor FAT/ML@KDD’17
Voigt et al. PNAS’17

4 Misrepresentation and bias:
debiasing

Bolukbasi et al. NIPS’16
TBD

5 Civility in communication:
trolling, abusive language, toxic comments

Cheng et al. CSCW’17
Schmidt & Wiegand SocialNLP’17

HW1 due
HW2 out

6 Civility in communication:
respect, power, agency in discourse

Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. ACL’13
Sap et al. EMNLP’17

Project
proposals due

7 People profiling:
demographic inference, personality profiling Bamman et al. J. Sociolinguistics’14

8 People profiling:
privacy and anonymization

Reddy & Knight SSL’16
Jurgens et al. SocInfo’17

HW2 due
HW3 out

9 Language of manipulation:
history, targeted ads, fake news, elections

Allcott & Gentzkow J. Econ. Persp.’17
TBD

10 Language of manipulation:
computational propaganda, framing

Boydstun et al. NAACL’15
Thibodeau & Boroditsky PLOSone’15

11 Biomedical NLP Althoff et al. Nature’16 HW3 due
HW4 out

12 Low-resource NLP TBD

13 Ethical design,
Intellectual property Sen & Wasow Annu. Rev. Polit. Sci.’16

14 Digital preservation TBD HW4 due

15 Project presentations Project
report due
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